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If they are prevented from going back to some particular stream, they
kill themselves in the attempt, and no more salmon will be found unless
the stream is restocked. During the spawning season the lower parts
of the rivers that empty into the Pacific Ocean from California around by
Alaska to Japan are crowded with salmon. So numerous are the fish
that great waterwheels are sometimes arranged so that as the current turns
them they throw the fish out into boats. The rest of the fish come crowd-
ing on regardless of those that are captured. In order that salmon and
sea trout may still reach the upper waters and thus keep the streams well
stocked, large sums have been spent on fishways. At each great dam on
the Columbia River, for instance, fishways have been built which are
somewhat like stairways with sloping steps many feet wide between little
waterfalls 2 or 3 feet high up which the fish can easily jump. In the
cold rivers of Alaska multitudes of salmon are caught by men who go
there every summer from Seattle and other cities. In Alaska the govern-
ment has had much trouble because "pirate" fishermen put nets across a
whole stream. They get a big catch, but there are no fish there the next
year. No other fish is so extensively canned.
Deep-sea Fisheries. The deep-sea fisheries are centered in the "banks,"
or oceanic shallows of three chief regions (A116). One region extends
from George's Bank off Cape Cod to the banks of Newfoundland and
Labrador. This is the fishing ground in which the United States is chiefly
interested, for although fishermen come there from Europe and Canada,
the greater part of the catch is made by New Englanders, especially by
men from Gloucester, who take their fish to Boston. The most important
fish on this shallow part of the Continental Shelf is the cod, which is usu-
ally salted and dried. It is shipped to all parts of the world. In the
early days of New- England the codfish was so important that several
times the colonists would almost have starved without it. Therefore it is
fitting that a wooden cod should hang over the chair of the President of
the Massachusetts Senate.
The second region includes the banks of the North Sea, where the
world's greatest fisheries are located* With these may be included the
fishing regions off the coasts of Norway near Iceland, Faroe, and other
islands. The third region is the Pacific waters near Japan and north-
ward, where thousands of boats scour the seas fof the fish that form the
main animal food of the 60 million Japanese. ^
Location of Fishing Communities
Effect of Latitude. The world's chief fishing communities are all
located in comparatively northern latitudes. One reason for this is that
fish can easily be preserved in cold climates but not in warm. When fish

